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Welcome to the December edition of IDT’s Integration
Insider
As 2006 winds down make sure you take the time to read this
month's newsletter and spend some time planning for your 2007
technology investments.
Read on for the following:
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

New IE7 Shaking Up CMS and Portal Implementations
Automating Document-intensive Tasks with Workflow
Software
The new Kodak i860 production scanner
Information about the Oracle acquisition of Stellent
The announcement of Kofax Ascent Xtrata Pro
Plasmon's introduction of an Enterprise Class Archive
Appliance with Double the Capacity, Enhanced Security
Features and Energy Efficiencies
Other news and events from our partners

Happy Reading,
The IDT Team
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New IE7 Shakes Up CMS and Portal Implementations
"CMS Watch" article by Tony Byrne and Janus Boye
"When Microsoft releases a major new version to a browser that still boasts 80-85% market share,
web managers around the world need to take note. The good news is that Internet Explorer 7
("IE7") is more standards compliant than its predecessor, but like all browsers, it has its own bugs
and foibles. Perhaps more importantly, it is not IE6, a finicky browser for which software
developers had developed special work-arounds, which may now break or need revision under the
successor version.
As usual, this problem has both publisher and customer dimensions:
●
●

Will IE7 affect the administrative and editorial capabilities of your CMS and Portal?
Will IE7 muck up the rendered sites themselves?"

Read the full CMS Watch article.

Automating Document-intensive Tasks with Workflow Software
How to Increase Profits and Simplify Compliance Efforts by Eliminating Paper from your
Business Processes
Courtesy of Captaris
Today businesses are under tremendous pressure from customers, competitors and regulators to
complete work better, faster and more cost-effectively while at the same time providing more
transparency and security. With the plethora of documents organizations must process each day as
they interact with customers and conduct business transactions, simply controlling all the paper can
be a daunting task. That's why results-oriented organizations are putting workflow software in
place that brings together people, processes and documents to improve efficiency, reduce costs
and meet compliance requirements.
This white paper will discuss how automating document-intensive tasks with workflow software can
improve your bottom line and protect your organization from a variety of risks. It will also
showcase how real-world companies are gaining impressive results by using document workflow
solutions in critical areas such as purchasing and claims processing.
Read the full white paper.
^ top of page
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Question:"We are looking for a production scanner that is 'lightning-fast' and has black &
white, grayscale, and color capabilities. Can you recommend something?"
Answer: While we'd certainly need to discuss specifics with you, at a first glance it seems it'd be a
great idea to check out the new Kodak i860 production scanner.
The new Kodak i1860 Color Scanner captures images at up to 200 pages per minute! It's the
fastest production scanner offered by Kodak. Easy-to-use operation via a color touch screen panel
provides on-the-fly performance with controls at your fingertips. A variety of ergonomic features:
automatic height-adjustment, easy-to-reach input and output areas provides flexibility while
standing or sitting.
Get more information by calling your IDT representative at 630.875.1100 or checking out the
following:
Kodak i860 main page
Data sheet
Perfect Page demonstration

^ top of page

Stellent to be acquired by Oracle
On November 2, 2006, Oracle announced that it has agreed to acquire Stellent, Inc. (NASDAQ:
STEL), a global provider of enterprise content management (ECM) software solutions, through a
cash tender offer for $13.50 per share, or approximately $440 million.
Find out more.
Read the press release.
View the overview and frequently asked questions.
Download a Webcast recording for an informational presentation from Oracle and Stellent
executives.

Kofax Announces Ascent Xtrata Pro
Addition to Ascent Platform Simplifies Development and Implementation of Information Capture
Solutions
IRVINE, Calif., November 13, 2006 — Kofax, the world's largest information capture vendor, today
announced the availability of Ascent® Xtrata Pro, a quick and easy to deploy solution that works in
tandem with Ascent Capture to classify and extract data from any document type. With the
introduction of Ascent Xtrata Pro, the development and deployment of information capture
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applications are greatly simplified. The new product is able to manage structured and unstructured
content from any type of document, transforming unpredictably-formatted content into actionable
information.
Read the full press release.

Plasmon Introduces Enterprise Class Archive Appliance with Double the Capacity,
Enhanced Security Features and Energy Efficiencies
Targets Mainstream IT Market Specifically Email Archiving, Data and Enterprise Content
Management
Storage Networking World, ORLANDO, Fla., October 31, 2006 — Plasmon (LSE: PLM), the trusted
source in data archiving, today announced the new enterprise class UDO Archive Appliance with
twice the capacity, multi archive support, enhanced security features and energy efficiencies to
give customers more security, flexibility and control over their archived data.
Read the full news release.

Microsoft Announces New Version of Microsoft Dynamics CRM for 2007 Microsoft Office
System and Windows Vista
Microsoft delivers powerful new user experience for better sales, marketing and service and
introduces new licensing options for Microsoft CRM
MUNICH, Germany, Nov. 7, 2006 — Today at Convergence 2006 EMEA, Microsoft Corp. announced
it will release a new version of Microsoft Dynamics™ CRM for the 2007 Microsoft® Office system
and Windows Vista™ that enriches the user experience through enhanced productivity; data
visualization; and communications, collaboration, and security features. Microsoft also announced
that, in addition to being offered through Microsoft's standard Volume Licensing program, Microsoft
Dynamics CRM will be offered through the licensing model that is used with Microsoft Dynamics
enterprise resource planning (ERP) products, making it simpler and more convenient for customers
and partners to buy and deploy a full Microsoft Dynamics suite solution that spans customer
relationship management (CRM), financial management and supply chain management.
Read the full press release.

Canon U.S.A. Redefines Small Office and Workgroup Efficiency with the Introduction of
the imageRUNNER 1023 Series
New Entry-Level imageRUNNER Digital Multifunction Series Designed to Increase Productivity and
Meet the Growing Needs of Today's Small Business and Workgroup Environments
LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y., November 13, 2006 — Canon U.S.A., Inc. today continued the tradition of
providing small and home offices and corporate workgroups with compact, easy-to-use and reliable
solutions with the introduction of the imageRUNNER 1023 Series. The imageRUNNER 1023 Series is
the next generation of desktop monochrome multifunction devices from Canon.
Read the full press release.
^ top of page
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